KUSADASI PRIVATE SHORE EXCURSION PROGRAMS
KUSPRV01

FULL DAY PRIVATE ANCIENT EPHESUS TOUR
by using Augmented Reality and 3D reconstruction technology / Unique Moment
Ephesus 3D tour is an extraordinary experience offering anyone who wishes
an innovative way to visit Ancient Ephesus. Our 3D virtual tour brings you
inside the Ephesus with accurate 3D replicas of the Ephesus and sites such as
the Celcus Library and Great Theatre and more! By using this technology, you
will see reconstructed major sites of the Ancient city. During this experience,
your guide will give you explanations of 7 sites; Odeon Theatre, Curetes,
Trajan Fountain, Hadrian Gate, Library of Celcus, Commercial Agora and
Arcadia way with visual show of the Ancient Romans with live actors.! Based
on cutting edge technology and mastery work of artists - our virtual tour is
incredibly accurate. Our team of artists, technicians and writers create each
3D tour with a great emphasis on colors, shapes, symmetry, sizes,
compositions and proportions. Every element of the Ephesus 3D virtual tour
is designed to convey the true atmosphere of the site.
Duration
Including

: 6 hours
: Transportation from/to Kusadasi Port, Professional Guiding Service, Entrance fees,
lunch at a typical Village Restaurant, included unlimited soft drinks and wine
Excluding
: All Personal expenses, Driver & Guide Tip
Available Languages : English, Spanish
You can find further information by clicking the following link.
http://cloud.karavantravel.com/2017/The_Ancient_Ephesus.pdf
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Note: All prices are Net without commission.
Please note that we also operate this tour on guarantee departure basis. The dates for 2019 will be advised in a
later stage. The price is Per person Euro 67.
Note: KARAVAN TRAVEL IS THE ONLY DMC OPERATING THIS TOUR.

KUSPRV02

PRIVATE TOUR OF ANCIENT EPHESUS
& WINE TASTING AT YEDI BILGELER (THE SEVEN SAGES) WINERY / Unique Moment
Today, you will explore Ancient City of Ephesus. The very first settlement of Ephesus that was founded by
the Greek colonists as early as 11th century BC and remained inland due to the silting of the port of Ephesus,
your guide will lead you through the world’s best preserved Roman city of Ephesus where history and
archaeology will offer you their majesty with incredible richness. Ephesus was the Capital of the Province of
Asia Minor famed for its flavorsome market during the Roman Era and was, therefore, the scene of many
political intrigues while commanding an immense wealth due to its port and its trading activities. A city with
such importance, authority and prosperity had prestigious buildings that have been able to survive up to
today in a wonderful state of preservation. You will pursue the traces of the glorious past of Ephesus walking
on the Marble Road that runs through the city with various structures resting on it: Temple of Hadrian is a
unique beauty greeting
you with its articulate
façade that was built to
honor the famous Roman
Emperor, Hadrian during
2nd Century AD. Rising in
the center of Ephesus is
Library of Celsus built in
honor of the great
governor of Roman days.
The façade of the Celsus Library reflects the grandeur and prestige of the Roman Period with a fabulous
exposition of intricacy in its mural decoration. Among all the stunning archaeological remains, the Great
Theater of Ephesus bears the major significance as the biggest Roman theater surviving in the world of
archaeology. Afterwards, you will experince tasting very unique wines produced by the local grapes of the
region. The Seven Sages Winery was opened in 2010 combining with the right spot, right grapes and the
right architect. Firstly they started to import vines from France to match thier soil and climatic conditions
and now they produce thier own wines under the name of philosophers such as; Anaxagoras, Lassos, Thales,
Solon and Bias.
Duration
Including

: 6 hours
: Transportation from/to Kusadasi Port, Professional Guiding Service, Entrance fees,
lunch at a typical Village Restaurant, included unlimited soft drinks, Wine Tasting
Excluding
: All Personal expenses, Driver & Guide Tip
Available Languages : English, Spanish, Portuguese
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€ 175

€ 107

€ 85

€ 73

€ 67
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€ 56

€ 55

Note: All prices are Net without commission.

KUSPRV03

PRIVATE TOUR OF ANCIENT EPHESUS
& COOKING CLASS AT LOCAL WEAVING SCHOOL / Unique Moment
Today, you will explore Ancient City of Ephesus. The very first settlement of Ephesus that was founded by the
Greek colonists as early as 11th century BC and remained inland due to the silting of the port of Ephesus, your
guide will lead you through the world’s best preserved Roman city of Ephesus where history and archaeology
will offer you their majesty with incredible richness. Ephesus was the Capital of the Province of Asia Minor
famed for its flavorsome market during the Roman Era and was, therefore, the scene of many political
intrigues while commanding an immense wealth due to its port and its trading activities. A city with such
importance, authority and prosperity had prestigious buildings that have been able to survive up to today in a
wonderful state of preservation. You will pursue the traces of the glorious past of Ephesus walking on the
Marble Road that runs through the city with
various structures resting on it: Temple of Hadrian
is a unique beauty greeting you with its articulate
façade that was built to honor the famous Roman
Emperor, Hadrian during 2nd Century AD. Rising in
the center of Ephesus is Library of Celsus built in
honor of the great governor of Roman days. The
façade of the Celsus Library reflects the grandeur
and prestige of the Roman Period with a fabulous
exposition of intricacy in its mural decoration.
Among all the stunning archaeological remains,
the Great Theater of Ephesus bears the major
significance as the biggest Roman theater
surviving in the world of archaeology. Afterwards, you will enjoy cooking samples from the rich Turkish cuisine
at a local weaving school. It is said that three major kinds of cuisine exist in the world; Turkish, Chinese and
French. Fully justifying its reputation, Turkish Cuisine is always a pleasant surprise for the visitor. In addition to
being the refined product of centuries of experience, Turkish Cuisine has a very pure quality. The variety and
simplicity of the recipes and the quality of the ingredients are guarantees of delicious meals. You will learn all
the secrets of how to cook a delicious Turkish meal and you will able to taste your own meal.
Duration
Including

: 7 hours
: Transportation from/to Kusadasi Port, Professional Guiding Service, Entrance fees,
Cooking Class, lunch included limited soft drinks and wine
Excluding
: All Personal expenses, Driver & Guide Tip
Available Languages : English, Spanish, Portuguese
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€ 143

€ 75

€ 53

€ 41
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€ 24

€ 23

Note: All prices are Net without commission.

KUSPRV04

PRIVATE TOUR OF ANCIENT EPHESUS
& SIRINCE VILLAGE & WINE TASTING / Unique Moment
Today, you will explore Ancient City of Ephesus. The very first settlement of Ephesus that was founded by the
Greek colonists as early as 11th century BC and remained inland due to the silting of the port of Ephesus, your
guide will lead you through the world’s best preserved Roman city of Ephesus where history and archaeology
will offer you their majesty with incredible richness. Ephesus was the Capital of the Province of Asia Minor famed
for its flavorsome market during the Roman Era and was, therefore, the scene of many political intrigues while
commanding an immense wealth due to its port and its trading
activities. A city with such importance, authority and prosperity
had prestigious buildings that have been able to survive up to
today in a wonderful state of preservation. You will pursue the
traces of the glorious past of Ephesus walking on the Marble
Road that runs through the city with various structures resting
on it: Temple of Hadrian is a unique beauty greeting you with
its articulate façade that was built to honor the famous Roman
Emperor, Hadrian during 2nd Century AD. Rising in the center
of Ephesus is Library of Celsus built in honor of the great
governor of Roman days. The façade of the Celsus Library
reflects the grandeur and prestige of the Roman Period with a
fabulous exposition of intricacy in its mural decoration. Among
all the stunning archaeological remains, the Great Theater of Ephesus bears the major significance as the
biggest Roman theater surviving in the world of archaeology. Afterwards, you will explore one of the most
beautiful small villages in Turkey: Sirince Village. Founded by the descendants of Ephesus that fled to the
mountains to protect themselves against invasions of 7th century, the village boasts its authentic GrecoMediterranean architecture. Sirince hosted its Greek Orthodox inhabitants until the official exchange of citizens
between Greece and Turkey 1924. Walking through the cobble streets of the village with the most traditional
ambience in the region, you will be impressed by the whitewashed wooden houses some of which have been
turned into wine shops and cozy little restaurants. Watching the splendid views of the surrounding vineyards
and fruit orchards, you inhabitants left Sirince leaving their homes to the arriving Turkish families will find the
chance to blend with the locals, smiling at you and offering you the warmest welcome.
Duration
Including

: 6 hours
: Transportation from/to Kusadasi Port, Professional Guiding Service, Entrance fees,
lunch at a typical Village Restaurant, included unlimited soft drinks, Wine Tasting
Excluding
: All Personal expenses, Driver & Guide Tip
Available Languages : English, Spanish, Portuguese
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€ 146

€ 78

€ 56

€ 44

€ 38
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€ 30

€ 27

€ 26

Note: All prices are Net without commission.

KUSPRV05

PRIVATE TOUR OF ANCIENT CITY OF EPHESUS WITH HISTORIAN GUIDE LECTURER
Today, you will explore Ancient City of Ephesus with historian guide. The very first settlement of Ephesus
that was founded by the Greek colonists as early as 11th century BC and remained inland due to the silting
of the port of Ephesus, your guide will lead you through the world’s best preserved Roman city of Ephesus
where history and archaeology will offer you their majesty with incredible richness. Ephesus was the Capital
of the Province of Asia Minor famed for its flavorsome
market during the Roman Era and was, therefore, the
scene of many political intrigues while commanding
an immense wealth due to its port and its trading
activities. A city with such importance, authority and
prosperity had prestigious buildings that have been
able to survive up to today in a wonderful state of
preservation. You will pursue the traces of the
glorious past of Ephesus walking on the Marble Road
that runs through the city with various structures
resting on it: Temple of Hadrian is a unique beauty
greeting you with its articulate façade that was built
to honor the famous Roman Emperor, Hadrian during
2nd Century AD. Standing right across the Temple of Hadrian are the Terrace Houses, the ancient
prestigious residential section of Ephesus, where you will witness the flamboyant style of luxurious life of
the rich Ephesians, exposed by the handmade frescoes and mosaics of the interior décor. Rising in the
center of Ephesus is Library of Celsus built in honor of the great governor of Roman days. The façade of
the Celsus Library reflects the grandeur and prestige of the Roman Period with a fabulous exposition of
intricacy in its mural decoration. Among all the stunning archaeological remains, the Great Theater of
Ephesus bears the major significance as the biggest Roman theater surviving in the world of archaeology.
Duration
Including
Excluding
Available Languages

: 4 hours
: Transportation from/to Kusadasi Port, Professional Historian Guide, Entrance fees
: All Personal expenses, Driver & Guide Tip
: English, Spanish, Portuguese
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€ 136

€ 69

€ 56

€ 45

€ 38
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€ 28

€ 26

Note: All prices are Net without commission.
Note: HISTORIAN GUIDE LECTURER IS PROFESSIONAL ACADEMICS, HISTORIANS AND WRITERS, WITH IN-DEPTH
HISTORICAL KNOWLEDGE OF TURKEY AND THE SITE VISITED.

